
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

And if the edges of these _____________________ off, was there not
developing in the extreme West a type of men different from all preceding,
which the world could not yet define?

1.

(round)

were being rounded

One might have thought he ___________________!2. (kill)was being killed

Evidently, then, it _________________ by some one.3. (hold)was being held

His promise to his father _____________________.4. (not/keep)was not being kept

Yes, perhaps you did not even know you __________________ for such
work.
5.

(use)
were being used

Clearly, the way I ____________________.6. (treat)was being treated

And in that rumor Savonarola had heard the assurance that his prophecy
_____________________.
7.

(verify)was being verified

The children _________________ ready for school.8. (get)were being got

Two or three hours later he decided that he _____________________.9.
(follow)

was being followed

She came just as dinner ___________________.10. (serve)was being served

If his jailor was willing to trust him in this way he would not betray her
trust, and moreover a hot supper _____________________ for him and his
prison was very pleasant and comfortable.

11.

(prepare)
was being prepared

When you first heard the tinkle of the teaspoons, as the table
_________________ ready for its guests, you trembled for me, in the
kindness of your hearts.

12.

(make)
was being made

_____________________________ from him?13. (she/really/sweep/?)Was she really being swept

When it had seemed to her that she drew, she __________________.14.
(draw)

was being drawn
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I knew letters __________________ me, and hoped to meet them.15. (send)were being sent

Now they _______________________ to the winds.16. (scatter)were being scattered

They were given up to the people and the palace ___________________.17.
(sack)

was being sacked

He felt sure he ____________________ past it into the open sea.18. (carry)was being carried

The absence of his accomplice, this encounter with the detective, and,
lastly, a rapid movement made by the latter, by the merest chance, toward the
door, induced the robber to fancy he ____________________.

19.

(watch)was being watched

Now, they _______________________ by men of his own station.20.
(present)

were being presented
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